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Mutual exclusion (mutex) is a powerful mechanism for search space pruning in planning.
However, a serious limitation of mutex is that it cannot specify constraints relating
actions and facts across different time steps. In this paper, we propose a new class of
mutual exclusions that signiﬁcantly generalizes mutex and can be eﬃciently computed. The
proposed long-distance mutual exclusion (londex) can capture constraints over actions and
facts not only at the same time step but also across multiple steps. As a generalization,
londex is much stronger than mutex, and provides a general and effective tool for
developing eﬃcient planners.
We propose two levels of londex. The ﬁrst level, londex1, is derived from individual
domain transition graphs (DTGs), and the second level, londexm , is derived from multiple
DTGs by taking into account the interactions among them. Londex constraints provide
stronger pruning power but also require a large amount of memory. To address the
memory problem, we further develop a virtual realization mechanism in which only a
small proportion of londex constraints are dynamically generated as needed during the
search. This scheme can save a huge amount of memory without sacriﬁcing the pruning
power of londex.
For evaluation purposes, we incorporate londex into SATPlan04 and SATPlan06, two
eﬃcient SAT-based planners. Our experimental results show that londexm can signiﬁcantly
improve over londex1 since the former exploits causal dependencies among DTGs. Our
experimental results for various planning domains also show signiﬁcant advantages of
using londex constraints for reducing planning time.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Mutual exclusion (mutex) reasoning is a key enabling technique for many planning methods. It was ﬁrst introduced in
Graphplan [2] to capture constraints between pairs of actions and between pairs of facts. During the search, mutex con-
straints are enforced and propagated to prune the search space. The introduction of mutex constraints has signiﬁcantly
expanded the capability of planning systems and become essential for many fast planners. For example, Gerevini and Schu-
bert proposed new state constraints based on a forward propagation of mutex constraints [11], Smith and Weld [26] and
Gerevini et al. [10] extended mutex constraints to temporal planning, and Kautz and Selman encoded mutex constraints in
their BLACKBOX [19] and SATPlan planners [16].
Despite its success, a major limitation of mutex is that it can only detect conﬂicts between a pair of actions or a pair
of facts at the same planning time step, and is unable to capture mutual exclusion relationships across different time steps.
On the other hand, long distance constraints across multiple time steps are ubiquitous in almost all planning domains.
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executed too closely to each other since the truck needs some time to be relocated after the ﬁrst action.
A few early studies have explored the notion of distance similar to what we will consider in this paper. In CPlan which
was based on a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) formulation [32], lower and upper bounds of fact and action distances
were used in a CSP encoding. Signiﬁcant search space reduction can be achieved by adding these constraints. However,
the constraint generation in CPlan requires domain-dependent knowledge. Kautz and Selman [20] and McCluskey and Por-
teous [23] studied hand-crafted domain-dependent constraints. There were also some earlier works that explored limited
constraint inference [22,25]. CPT [35] is a constraint satisfaction programming planner that derives distance constraints
based on the hkT heuristics [3]. Based on an empirical study, Kautz and Selman concluded that computing high-order
reachable-k or relevant-k mutex (k > 2) is often not worthwhile, because the overhead of an exponential amount of com-
putation for generating the high-order mutex cannot be compensated for by the space reduced [21].
We introduce a novel generalization of mutex, called long distance mutual exclusion (londex). It is derived from the
domain transition graphs (DTGs), which is constructed from the invariants in a SAS+ [1] multi-valued formulation. Unlike
the previous methods based on reachability analysis, londex takes advantage of a DTG analysis on a multi-valued formulation
of STRIPS planning. By analyzing and adding these additional constraints to the original planning problem formulation, we
can prune the search space signiﬁcantly. The ﬁrst level of londex, londex1, derives lower bounds of the distances between
facts and actions that reside in a single DTG, without considering the interaction between multiple DTGs [5]. Londex1
systematically and effectively captures the internal structures of planning domains and dramatically improves planning
eﬃciency when integrated with SATPlan [16].
Londex1 can be derived by considering the distances between facts within the same DTG. However, DTGs are not in-
dependent of each other. Rather, they are related by the causal dependencies among them. The causal dependencies carry
vital information that can be exploited to further derive useful constraints. For example, the Fast Downward [14] planner
used a heuristic function that took into account the causal dependencies and achieved a substantial success. In this paper,
after developing londex1, we further extend it to londexm , which provides stronger long-distance constraints by integrating
causal dependencies among DTGs.
Londex provides stronger constraint inference than mutex. For evaluation, we further incorporate londex constraints into
SAT-based planning, a major approach to classical planning. The SAT-based approach translates a planning problem into a
SAT instance, which is then solved using a generic SAT engine. It has been observed that unit propagation usually takes
more than 90% of the total time in SAT solving [6]. When integrated with SAT-based planners, londex can dramatically
increase the search speed since it can detect conﬂict early so as to reduce a substantial amount of branching during search,
therefore a lot of unnecessary unit propagations are avoided.
Finally, we also propose an approach to reduce the memory overhead of using londex in SAT-based planning. Comparing
to the original SAT encoding, londex has a disadvantage that it may generate a large number of clauses, resulting in a
signiﬁcant memory requirement. Considering the fact that only some of the generated clauses may be critical while many
others may not be very helpful, we need a method that retains the pruning power of londex but avoids generating the
constraints that are not needed. To address this problem, we develop a virtual realization method for using londex as
nonclausal constraints during SAT solving to reduce the memory overhead. Instead of using a SAT solver as a blackbox, we
modify the Davis–Putnam–Logemann–Loveland (DPLL) search algorithm so that it invokes a londex constraint only when it
can help detect conﬂicts or ﬁx variables. By doing so, only a small proportion of the londex constraints are materialized and
we can beneﬁt from the pruning capability of londex with only a modest memory usage.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review previous related work on mutex, optimal plan-
ning, and multi-valued formulation. We present the algorithm for generating londex1 and londexm in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively. Then we discuss the nonclausal virtual realization method in Section 5. We present the experimental results in
Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.
2. Background
We focus on STRIPS planning in this paper. To introduce the background and notations of our work, we ﬁrst review in
this section STRIPS planning, mutex, multi-valued domain formulation, invariants, and domain transition graph.
2.1. STRIPS planning and mutex
In STRIPS planning, a fact f is an atomic proposition that can be either true or false. Given a set of facts F =
{ f1, f2, . . . , fn}, a state s is a subset of facts in F that are set to true. An action a is a triple a = (pre(a), add(a), del(a)),
where pre(a) ⊆ F is the set of preconditions of action a, and add(a) ⊆ F and del(a) ⊆ F are the sets of add facts and delete
facts, respectively. A planning task is a triple (A, Sinitial, Sgoal), where A is a set of actions, Sinitial ⊆ F the initial state, and
Sgoal ⊆ F the goal speciﬁcation.
Given a STRIPS planning task, a parallel plan is a sequence P = {P (0), P (1), P (2), . . . , P (n − 1)}, where each P (t), t =
0,1, . . . ,n − 1 is a set of actions executed at time step t . Given a plan P , its state at step t is denoted as S(t). Applying all
actions in P (t) to S(t) results in a new state S(t + 1). Given S(0) = Sinitial , a plan is a solution if it attains Sgoal ⊆ S(n).
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Similarly, two actions a1 and a2 are persistently mutually exclusive if for any plan P there exists no time step t such that
a1,a2 ∈ P (t).
A fast but incomplete method to detect mutually exclusive facts and actions was ﬁrst introduced in Graphplan [2] in
which a planning graph with multiple proposition levels is built. Starting from the initial state, the action and fact mutexes
in one speciﬁc proposition level depend on the mutexes in the previous proposition level.
Two actions a1 and a2 are mutex when either of the following two conditions holds [2,10]:
1. (Interference) a1 and a2 at any propositional level are mutex if either del(a1)∩add(a2) or del(a2)∩add(a1) is not empty.
2. (Competing needs) a1 and a2 are mutex at a proposition level when there are facts f1 ∈ pre(a1) and f2 ∈ pre(a2) that
are mutex in the previous proposition level.
No facts in the ﬁrst level, namely the initial state, are mutex. Two facts in any other levels are mutex if all actions that
can make them true are mutex in the same propositional level. Starting with the interference of actions, mutex of facts and
actions can be calculated iteratively until a ﬁx point is achieved.
2.2. Invariants and domain transition graphs
The londex introduced in this paper are derived from a multi-valued domain formulation (MDF) for STRIPS planning and
domain transition graphs (DTGs) based on MDF. The notion of MDF can be traced back to the SAS+ formalism [1,15] and
has been employed by some existing planners such as Fast Downward [14] and IPPlan [33].
A key construct for constructing MDF and DTGs is the invariant [14,27]. The effectiveness of invariants derived from
hand-coded domain knowledge has been considered in multiple independent works. For example, Kautz and Selman [20]
used hand-coded invariants as part of the domain description in Blackbox. McCluskey [23] and Grant [12] also studied
domain-speciﬁc invariants. Eventually, automated invariance inference techniques were studied. For instance, the invariant
analysis technique used in TIM [7], which was formally called ‘state invariant’, was used in the STAN planner [8] to enhance
its performance. In STAN, invariants were used to generate more single-step mutex than those derived from the planning
graph. Gerevini and Schubert also considered an automatic inference of some forms of state constraints [11]. Other planners
that use state invariants to check state validity include HSP [3]. In these works, a state is invalid if it violates an invariant.
Such a constraint is essentially about mutually exclusive facts at the same time step. Some previous approaches also derived
mutual exclusions from invariants similar to what londex does. However, all of the above work are restricted to single-step
mutual exclusions.
An MDF [14,15] is a compact representation of planning domains using multi-valued variables, where a variable repre-
sents a group of mutually exclusive facts from which only one can be true in any state. Speciﬁcally, the MDF representation
is deﬁned over a set of multi-valued variables (called MDF variables): X = (x1, x2, . . . , xm), where xi takes a value from a
ﬁnite discrete set Dxi . For a planning task, the value assignment of an MDF variable corresponds to a fact in the traditional
STRIPS formalism. Given an MDF variable x with assignment v and the corresponding fact f , we denote this correspondence
as f = MDF(x, v). Also, we denote the set of all facts related to the values in Dx as Fx = {MDF(x, v) | v ∈ Dx}.
An MDF state s is encoded as a complete assignment of all variables in X . That is, s = (x1 = v1, x2 = v2, . . . , xm = vm),
where xi is assigned a value vi ∈ Dx for all x ∈ X .
Deﬁnition 1 (Domain transition graph (DTG)). Given an MDF variable x ∈ X deﬁned over Dx , its DTG Gx is a directed graph
with vertex set Fx and arc set Ax . A directional arc (v, v ′) belongs to Ax if and only if there is an action a with v ∈ del(a)
and v ′ ∈ add(a), in which case we say that there is a transition from v to v ′ .
A DTG [14] is a representation of the ways in which an MDF variable can change its values as well as the conditions that
are required for the transitions. We use Tv,v ′ to denote the set of actions that can transit v to v ′ . Namely, Tv,v ′ = {a | a ∈
A, v ∈ del(a), v ′ ∈ add(a)}. If there is an action a such that a ∈ Tv,v ′ , we say that a supports the transition Tv,v ′ . Normally
there are multiple actions supporting each transition. In the following sections, we denote f ∈ G , if fact f is in the vertex
set of DTG G . Given an action a, if there exists a transition Tv,v ′ in G (v, v ′ ∈ G), such that a ∈ Tv,v ′ , we also denote it as
a ∈ G .
To illustrate multi-value variables and DTGs, consider a simpliﬁed transportation domain similar to the domain De-
pots [31]. It has four types of objects: TRUCK, CITY, HOIST and CRATE. In this domain, trucks travel between cities with
crates loaded or not, and in each CITY, there is a hoist whose primary actions are LOAD and UNLOAD of crates.
Example 1. Consider a problem with four cities (L1, L2, L3, L4), one truck T1, and one crate C1, where cities (L1, L2, L3, L4)
have, respectively, hoists (H1, H2, H3, H4) installed. There are links between L1 and L2, L2 and L3, and L3 and L4. To formulate
it in MDF, we use two MDF variables, LocationT1 and LocationC1 , denoting the locations of the truck and the cargo, respec-
tively. LocationT1 can take a value from DT1 = {L1, L2, L3, L4} and LocationC1 from DC1 = {L1, L2, L3, L4,H1,H2,H3,H4,T1}. An
example MDF state is s = (LocationT1 = L1, LocationC1 = T1).
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There is one DTG for each of the two MDF variables we discussed in Example 1. One of them, which models the location
of T1, is illustrated in Fig. 1 as G1. The corresponding facts are the vertices. The actions, that make the multi-value variables
alter between two value assignments, are the transition edges. In G1, it’s those ‘MOVE’ actions that make the edges.
We also deﬁne unary invariant, which is a restricted form of various invariants that have been studied before. Its deﬁ-
nition is based on the popular PDDL modeling language [9,24]. PDDL speciﬁes a STRIPS planning domain in a compact way
by using ungrounded actions and predicates, which are templates with parameters of types for objects. Each predicate may
have several parameters, each of which is associated with a type of object. Such a compact representation is often expanded
to grounded facts and actions before planning. Invariants are usually derived from the ungrounded representation.
The predicate grounding operation works as follows. Given a PDDL domain deﬁnition, we replace the parameters of
each predicate p with objects that have matching types to generate all possible facts. That is, its result, GROUND(p) =
{ f1, f2, . . . , fn}, is a set of grounded facts. Take predicate p = (AT X1TRUCK X2LOCATION) as an example. In its deﬁnition, X1 is
of type TRUCK and X2 of type LOCATION. Suppose in a given problem, there are two trucks {T1, T2} and two locations {L1,
L2}, the grounding operation on p results in GROUND(p) = {(AT T1 L1), (AT T1 L2), (AT T2 L1), (AT T2 L2)}.
Deﬁnition 2 (Unary invariant). Given a STRIPS planning domain, an invariant I = 〈t, P 〉 of this domain consists of a set of
predicates P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and a type t such that 1) all predicates in P take an object of type t as a parameter, and 2)
among all facts grounded from the predicates in P that have the same instantiation of the parameter of type t , one and
only one of these grounded facts can be true in any state.
There are various types of invariants. The most common type of invariant is represented as a logical expression, indicating
there will always be a constant number of facts to be true at any time, for any arbitrary plan P . In this work, we only
consider the unary invariants that specify “one and only one fact can be true in a set of facts”. This is a restricted form
of the invariants thoroughly studied by the AI planning community. It can be considered as a combination of two types of
invariants which are called “state membership invariant” and “uniqueness invariant” in TIM. We only use this special class
of invariants because it can be used to generate DTGs, based upon which we construct londex. We plan to consider other
invariants in our future work.
An invariant generally gives rise to multiple DTGs. Intuitively, a DTG can be viewed as a grounded representation of an
invariant. If a DTG G is generated from an invariant I , we write invar(G) = I . We illustrate how to derive DTGs from an
invariant using the following two examples. Formal descriptions can be found in the previous literature [14].
Example 2. In the truck example, an invariant with type TRUCK is:
I = 〈TRUCK, {(AT X1TRUCK X2LOCATION)}〉
This invariant implies that a truck can only be at one location at any time. Suppose there are three trucks and three
locations, then for each object that is of TRUCK type (i.e. T1, T2, or T3), there will be a corresponding DTG. To generate these
DTGs, we ﬁrst plug each of these three objects into the invariant. We will get the following partially grounded formulae,
one for each truck: {(AT T1 X2)|∀X2LOCATION }, {(AT T2 X2)|∀X2LOCATION }, and {(AT T3 X2)|∀X2LOCATION }. Next, for each of these
formulae, we get one DTG. For the ﬁrst formula {(AT T1 X2)|∀X2LOCATION}, its corresponding DTG indicates that T1 may be
located in different locations. The DTG has three vertices { (AT T1 L1), (AT T1 L2), (AT T1 L3)} and its edges can be determined
by Deﬁnition 1. Similar DTGs can be generated for T2 and T3. By doing this, multiple different DTGs are generated from one
single invariant.
Example 3. Another invariant, with type CARGO, is:
I = 〈CARGO, {(AT X1CARGO X2LOCATION), (IN X1CARGO X2TRUCK)}〉
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This invariant means that a cargo can either be at a location or in a truck. Multiple DTGs can be generated, one for
each cargo. For example, for a cargo C1, by plugging into the parameter X1CARGO with the concrete object C1 and perform
grounding, we can have a DTG with four vertices: (AT C1 L1), (AT C1 L2), (AT C1 L3), and (IN C1 T1).
To introduce londex, in the following sections we will start with londex1, which is of a simpler form, and then londexm .
To intuitively illustrate what is londex, let us reconsider the instance in Example 1 (shown in Fig. 2). According to londex1,
the distance between (LIFTING H1 C1) and (LIFTING H4 C1) is 2, which is the minimum distance from (LIFTING H1 C1) to
(LIFTING H4 C1) in G2. This is a lower bound of the time step to obtain the second fact, when given the ﬁrst one. We can
also take causal dependency into account, the lower bound of the distance from (LIFTING H1 C1) to (LIFTING H4 C1) will be
4 for the following reason. Suppose in the initial state, C1 is at L1 and the goal is to move C1 to L4. If we only consider the
distance in G2, the minimum distance is 2. However, according to G1, there must be at least three MOVE actions for T1 to
transit from L1 to L4 before H4 can lift C1. Hence, at least four time steps are required to reach the goal (LIFTING H4 C1)
from (LIFTING H1 C1). By considering dependencies among DTGs, tighter bounds can be obtained.
3. Londex1: Long-distance mutual exclusion from a single DTG
Broadly speaking, londex can include any constraint that relates actions or facts at different time steps. In the following,
we propose londex1, a class of londex, each of which is derived from only a single DTG.
3.1. Londex1 for facts
In order to generate londex1, we ﬁrst extract fact distance information from a DTG that characterizes the structure of a
planning domain.
Given two facts f1 and f2, which are both vertices a DTG G , we compute the shortest path between them in G . The
length of this shortest path is the minimum number of transitions from f1 to f2 in G .
Deﬁnition 3. The DTG cost from a fact f1 = MDF(x, v1) to another fact f2 = MDF(x, v2) in a DTG Gx , denoted as Gx ( f1, f2),
is the length of the shortest path from v1 to v2 in Gx .
Example 4. For the DTGs in Fig. 2, the minimum DTG costs are GLocationC1 (MDF(C1, L1),MDF(C1, L4)) = 4, and
GLocationT1
(MDF(T1, L4),MDF(T1, L1)) = 3.
We can generate londex1 from DTG costs.
Deﬁnition 4 (Fact londex). Given two facts f1 and f2, corresponding to two nodes in a DTG G and G( f1, f2) = r, a fact
londex between f1 and f2 speciﬁes that: if f1 and f2 are true at time steps t( f1) and t( f2), respectively, then there exists
no valid plan for which 0 t( f2) − t( f1) < r.
Fact londex reﬂects the minimum distance between the facts belonging to the same DTG. It is possible that f1 and f2
can be true at multiple time steps in a plan; all occurrences of f1 and f2 must satisfy this constraint.
Example 5. Given the DTGs in Fig. 2, if (AT C1 L1) is true at time step 0, then (AT C1 L4) cannot be true before step 3.
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We now consider londex1 for actions. For simplicity, we say that an action a is associated with a fact f if f appears in
pre(a), add(a), or del(a). Intuitively, when two facts in a DTG are not too close to each other, two actions associated with
the facts cannot be too close to each other either. Without loss of generality, we mark the time steps for actions and facts
as follows. For an action a assigned at time step t(a), all of the facts in pre(a) are also true at time step t(a) while all of the
facts in add(a) are made true at time step t(a) + 1.
We consider two classes of londex1 between two actions a and b.
Class A: Action interference londex. This type of londex speciﬁes that, if actions a and b are associated with a fact f and
arranged to be executed at time steps t(a) and t(b), respectively, neither of the following can be true in any valid plan:
(1) f ∈ del(a), f ∈ add(b), and t(a) = t(b);
(2) f ∈ del(a), f ∈ pre(b), and 0 t(b) − t(a) 1.
The above cases (1) and (2) are stronger than the original mutex deﬁned in Section 2.1 because of the inequalities in
case (2). If we replace the inequalities in case (2) by t(a) = t(b), cases (1) and (2) are equivalent to the original mutex. To
reiterate, a and b may appear more than once in a plan and all multiple occurrences should satisfy these constraints.
Class B: Action distance londex. This type of action londex speciﬁes that, if actions a and b are associated with facts f1 and
f2, respectively, and it is impossible to have 0 t( f2) − t( f1) < r following the deﬁnition of fact londex, then none of the
following can be true:
(1) f1 ∈ add(a), f2 ∈ add(b), and 0 t(b) − t(a) r − 1;
(2) f1 ∈ add(a), f2 ∈ pre(b), and 0 t(b) − t(a) r;
(3) f1 ∈ pre(a), f2 ∈ add(b), and 0 t(b) − t(a) r − 2;
(4) f1 ∈ pre(a), f2 ∈ pre(b), and 0 t(b) − t(a) r − 1.
The distance londex are easy to prove. For example, in case (1), if a is executed at time t(a), then f1 is valid at time
t(a) + 1. Since the fact distance from f1 to f2 is r, f2 cannot be true until time t(a) + 1+ r. Then, since f2 is an add-effect
of b, b cannot be executed until time t(a) + r. Other cases can be shown similarly.
Example 6. In Example 1, mutex can only detect the constraints that the truck cannot arrive at and leave the same location
at the same time. For example, MOVE(T1 L1 L2) and MOVE(T1 L3 L1) at the same time is mutually exclusive because MOVE(T1
L1 L2) deletes (AT T1 L1) while MOVE(T1 L3 L1) adds (AT T1 L1). In contrast, londex is stronger as it further speciﬁes that
two actions moving the same truck, even if they happen at different time points, may conﬂict with each other. For example,
if L1 and L4 are 3 steps apart in the DTG, arranging MOVE(T1 L1 L2) at step 0 and MOVE(T1 L4 L3) at step 2 violates a
londex but not a mutex.
Note that any londex distance is state-independent, since the cost is a lower bound of fact or action distance in any valid
plan regardless of the current state. It is important to emphasize that the londex distance is different from the heuristic
function employed by Fast Downward, which is state-dependent. State independences can be used to compute londex in a
preprocessing phase, which can be reused throughout the planning process.
3.3. Generating londex1
The algorithm for generating londex1 is shown in Algorithm 1, where EF1( f1, f2) denotes all fact londex relating facts f1
and f2, EA1( f ) contains all interference action londex related to a fact f and EA2( f1, f2) denotes all action londex related
to facts f1 and f2.
Londex1 can be generated in polynomial time in the number of facts and the number of actions. Let the number of
facts be |F |, the number of actions be |A| and the number of DTGs be |G|. An upper bound of the time complexity of
generate_londex1() is O (|G||A|2|F |2). Note that the factor |A| actually represents the upper bound of the maximum number
of actions that have any individual fact as either an add-effect, del-effect or precondition. Empirically, the preprocessing
takes less than 30 seconds to generate all londex1 for most of the instances in IPC3, IPC4, and IPC5, which is negligible
compared to the planning time that londex1 can help reduce, sometimes by thousands of seconds for larger problems.
3.4. SAT-based planning with londex1 constraints
We integrated londex1 constraints with SATPlan [29], a family of optimal STRIPS planners. Two versions of SATPlan,
SATPlan04 [16] and SATPlan06 [17], performed well in the recent International Planning Competitions (IPCs). Following the
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paradigm of planning as satisﬁability, they ﬁrst transform a STRIPS planning task into a satisﬁability (SAT) problem and then
solve the SAT problem using a generic SAT solver.
SATPlan is optimal in terms of the number of parallel steps. Büttner and Rintanen [4] proposed an anytime approach to
get optimal parallel plans with as few actions as possible, by restricting the upper bound of the number of actions with
respect to a given number of steps. It should be noted that there are other plan metrics such as the number of actions.
Various planners are optimal with respect to the number of actions, including HSP [13] and CPT [34].
In this paper, we try to minimize the number of time steps. It is important to mention that londex constraints are valid
constraints regardless of the optimality metric used. Moreover, there are other encodings than SATPlan that optimize the
number of time steps. For example, there are several other encodings introduced by Rintanen [28] for satisfying planning.
As a general technique, londex can be integrated with other optimization metrics and encodings. We plan to study these
extensions in the future.
In the following, we incorporate londex1 in two SAT encodings of STRIPS planning: the action-based encoding used in
SATPlan04 [16] and the hybrid encoding in SATPlan06 [17] that encodes both actions and facts.
3.4.1. Integrating londex1 constraints with SATPlan04
We integrate londex1 constraints with the action-based encoding used in SATPlan04. The main idea of this encoding is
to use Boolean variables to represent actions while not to explicitly represent facts. Any fact at a time step is represented
as a disjunction of the actions that add this fact at the previous time step.
For an action a and a time step t in SATPlan04, a Boolean variable va,t is used to represent a at t if a is considered
reachable at t based on a reachability analysis, i.e., va,t = 1 indicates that a takes place at time step t , otherwise va,t = 0.
Note that besides the normal actions in A, no-op actions are also included in the encoding. For each fact f , a no-op action
is constructed, with f as both add-effect and precondition. The purpose of no-op actions is to keep a speciﬁc fact true in
level t , as long as it is true in level t−1 and no action has changed it. The action-based encoding has four classes of clauses
as follows:
1. The initial state denotes a disjunction of facts that are the initial enabling conditions for actions. Speciﬁcally, the initial
state S(0) is encoded as:∧
∀ f , f ∈S(0)
( ∨
∀a, f ∈pre(a)
va,0
)
.
2. A clauses are actions’ precondition constraints. Any action a has a clause at any time t , which is
va,t →
∧
∀ f , f ∈pre(a)
( ∨
∀a′, f ∈add(a′)
va′,t−1
)
.
3. E clauses are mutual exclusion (mutex) constraints. If two actions a and b cannot take place at the same time t due to
a mutex constraint, there is a clause ¬va,t ∨ ¬vb,t .
4. G clauses are goal constraints. Given a plan of length L, all subgoals must be true at time L, which implies that there
must be at least one action supporting each goal fact at time step L − 1. Therefore, the following clause is introduced
for each subgoal g:
∨
∀a,g∈add(a) va,L−1.
The resulting CNF formulae have O (L(|A| + |F |)) variables and O (L(|A| + |F |)2) clauses, where |A| is the number of
actions, L the number of time steps, and |F | the number of facts. Comparing to other encodings, the action-based encoding
has a smaller worst-case size and is generally more robust [16,18].
In the SATPlan04 encoding, the total number of the goal constraints (G clauses) and action-precondition constraints
(A clauses) is typically small, and the majority of the constraints are the E clauses for encoding mutex constraints among
actions. Most variables in the E clauses can be instantiated through unit propagation by a SAT solver. Generally, instantiating
variables through unit propagation can signiﬁcantly reduce search space and time. Therefore, more and stronger mutual
exclusion constraints lead to faster SAT solving.
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SATPlan04+londex1. Following the action-based encoding of SATPlan04, we use a binary variable va,t to represent action a
at time step t . If action a1 at time step t1 and action a2 at time step t2 are mutually exclusive due to an action londex, a
clause ¬va1,t1 ∨ ¬va2,t2 is then included in the SAT encoding.
3.4.2. Integrating londex1 constraints with SATPlan06
The new version of SATPlan that competed in IPC5 in 2006, used a new encoding and outperformed the previous version
which used the action-based encoding [30]. The encoding of SATPlan06 has both fact and action literals [19]. In addition
to action variables va,t as in SATPlan04, a Boolean variable v f ,t is introduced to represent every fact f at each step t , i.e.,
v f ,t = 1 indicates that f is true at t , otherwise v f ,t = 0. The new encoding has the following types of clauses:
1. Initial state. All facts f in the initial state must be true at the ﬁrst time step.
2. Goal state. All facts speciﬁed in the goal state must be true at the last time step.
3. Mutex of actions. If two actions a1 and a2 are mutex at time t , then the clause ¬va1,t ∨ ¬va2,t is included.
4. Mutex of facts. If two facts f1 and f2 are mutex at time t , then the clause ¬v f1,t ∨ ¬v f2,t is added.
5. Add effects. A fact f at level t implies at least one action a at level i − 1 (including no-op) that has f as an add-effect,
i.e., v f ,t →∨∀a, f ∈add(a) va,t .
6. Preconditions of action. If an action a is placed at time t , then all its preconditions are true at time t , i.e., va,t →∨
∀ f , f ∈pre(a) v f ,t .
We integrate londex1 constraints with SATPlan06 by adding the following clauses, and denote the resulting planner as
SATPlan06+londex1.
• If action a1 at time step t1 and action a2 at time step t2 are mutually exclusive due to an action londex, a clause
¬va1,t1 ∨ ¬va2,t2 is included in the SAT encoding.• If fact f1 at time step t1 and fact f2 at time step t2 are mutually exclusive due to a fact londex, a clause ¬v f1,t1 ∨¬v f2,t2
is added to the SAT encoding.
3.5. Pruning power of londex1 constraints
Londex1 constraints are logically redundant constraints that will not affect the solution space when added or removed
from the problem encoding. In general, the more constraints a planner can detect and utilize, the more pruning power it
will have through constraint propagation. The quantity of londex1 constraints is often much larger than that of mutex and
thus the former can provide much stronger pruning.
Table 1 illustrates the effectiveness of londex1 constraints in reducing planning time. We compare the size of mutex
constraints derived by SATPlan04 with the size of londex1 constraints. As shown in the table, the number of londex1
constraints is much larger than that of mutex constraints. In the table, we also compare the performance of SATPlan04
with SATPlan04+londex1. It is evident from the results in the table that incorporating londex1 constraints substantially
increases the overall size of the SAT encoding, and meanwhile signiﬁcantly increases the speed of SAT solving due to much
stronger constraint propagation and search space pruning. The improvement is typically more evident on those unsatisﬁable
cases, for which complete searches are required to prove their unsatisﬁability. The results for these cases show that londex1
can signiﬁcantly shorten the time to prove unsatisﬁability. Complete results of using londex1 constraints with SATPlan are
presented in Section 5.
Table 1
Comparison of the numbers of constraints (#Constraints), unit propagations (UPs), conﬂicts, decisions, and solution times of SATPlan04 and
SATPlan04+londex1, for solving some IPC instances at certain levels. “unsat” (or “sat”) denotes that a SAT instance is “unsatisﬁable”(or “satisﬁable”). The
instances are chosen from several different representative domains.
instance sat/unsat method #Constraints UPs conﬂicts decisions time (sec.)
Depots14 at unsat SATPlan04 3.39E+06 3.86E+07 6.15E+04 3.24E+05 103.75
level 10 SATPlan04+londex1 1.51E+07 1.05E+06 5.36E+02 9.89E+02 9.19
Driverlog12 at unsat SATPlan04 1.05E+05 3.79E+07 1.16E+05 3.99E+05 225.14
level 10 SATPlan04+londex1 2.51E+06 4.01E+05 5.16E+02 6.91E+02 1.37
Satellite9 at unsat SATPlan04 1.17E+04 2.33E+07 1.34E+05 4.03E+05 69.84
level 5 SATPlan04+londex1 1.21E+05 9.00E+06 2.79E+04 3.83E+04 9.37
Storage10 at sat SATPlan04 2.34E+05 4.96E+07 1.70E+05 2.15E+05 323.9
level 18 SATPlan04+londex1 1.57E+06 6.53E+05 1.91E+03 2.52E+03 1.7
Trucks3 at sat SATPlan04 1.31E+05 3.30E+07 7.59E+04 1.01E+05 168.2
level 16 SATPlan04+londex1 2.08E+07 1.21E+07 1.44E+04 2.27E+04 18.8
Zenotravel13 at unsat SATPlan04 4.60E+05 3.59E+07 1.16E+05 5.47E+05 369.76
level 5 SATPlan04+londex1 2.53E+06 2.10E+05 1.65E+02 3.15E+02 1.37
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Londex1 is effective in reducing search time. Its pruning power depends on the distance of constraints that it can derive.
For a pair of actions or facts, a constraint specifying a longer minimum distance is stronger than one with a shorter distance
since the former is able to help prune more invalid states. Therefore, it is important to derive stronger constraints with
longer distances.
We now introduce a method to derive stronger londex by exploiting the hidden causal dependencies of multiple DTGs.
We denote this type of improved londex as londexm .
4.1. Causal dependencies
We start our exposition with causal dependencies, which represent relationships among different DTGs.
Deﬁnition 5 (Causal dependency between two DTGs). Consider two DTGs, G and G ′ . If there is an action a ∈ G ′ , which has a
precondition in G , then G ′ depends on G . We denote dep(G) as the set of DTGs depending on G .
For example, in Fig. 2, G2 depends on G1, i.e., G2 ∈ dep(G1). Before any transition (action) can occur in G , all its precon-
ditions must be satisﬁed, which may imply that some transitions in other DTGs must be executed beforehand.
The idea to improve londex by exploiting the causal dependencies is illustrated in Fig. 3. There are seven DTGs,
{G1, . . . ,G7}, some of which depend on others as indicated by the arrows. In G1, the path from V4 to V6 has the minimum
DTG cost of 3 (V4 → V2 → V5 → V6 with transition actions a, b, and c). Suppose a’s precondition is V ′1, c’s precondition is
V ′2, and V ′1 and V ′2 are vertices in G2. Thus, G1 depends on G2. Suppose that the minimum DTG cost from V ′1 to V ′2 is 5 in
G2. The distance between V4 and V6 should be at least be 5+1 = 6, a bound tighter than the original value of 3. Moreover,
if more dependencies of G2 exist, we may continue to improve the distance bound by considering more dependent DTGs.
Since invariants can be viewed as an ungrounded representation of DTGs, there are also dependencies between invariants,
if dependencies exist between corresponding DTGs.
Deﬁnition 6 (Causal dependency between two invariants). Invariant I2 is said to be dependent on invariant I1, denoted as
I2 ∈ dep(I1), if there exist two DTGs, G1 and G2, such that invar(G1) = I1, invar(G2) = I2, and G2 ∈ dep(G1).
Example 7. In Fig. 2, DTGs G1 and G2 are from different invariants. The invariant of G1 is
I1 = 〈TRUCK, {(AT X1TRUCK X2LOCATION)}〉.
The invariant of G2 is
I2 = 〈CARGO, {(AT X1 X2), (IN X1 X3), (LIFTING X4 X1)}〉,
which has X1 of type CARGO, X2 of type LOCATION, X3 of type TRUCK and X4 of type HOIST. In this example, since G2
depends on G1, we also have that I2 depends on I1, denoted as I2 ∈ dep(I1).
Fig. 3. Enhancement of londex distances based on causal dependencies.
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Corresponding to a dependency graph of DTGs, we can also construct an invariant connectivity graph (ICG), in which
the nodes correspond to invariants and there is a directed edge from node I2 to node I1 if I2 ∈ dep(I1). Each problem
instance has one invariant connectivity graph.
Given an ICG, we may choose any invariant I as the root and build a spanning tree of the ICG. This leads to an invariant
connectivity tree (ICT) rooted at I .
There is a data structure called causal graph proposed in Fast-Downward [14] to represent the dependencies between the
DTGs, along with a method for breaking the cycles. An ICG and a causal graph are different. The ICG can be viewed as the
ungrounded counterpart of the causal graph. Each vertex in an ICG is an invariant, while each vertex in a causal graph is a
DTG. Therefore, the ICG models the dependencies among invariants and the causal graph models the dependencies among
DTGs.
The method we use for generating ICTs is different from the cycle-breaking strategy used in the Causal Graph (CG)
heuristic [14]. The former simply ﬁnds a spanning tree from a certain root node, while the latter orders the nodes by the
difference of in-degrees and out-degrees and removes certain edges based on the ordering. In the CG heuristic, the cycle-
breaking can be expensive since it is done only once and the CG heuristic uses the same tree to compute the heuristic values
for all states. In our algorithm, however, we generate different ICTs for different facts and thus require the cycle-breaking to
be fast. Moreover, in our algorithm, we use the invariant under consideration as the root in order to maximize the possible
dependencies that we can exploit to enhance londex distances.
We can create different ICTs using different nodes as the root node. Taking the TPP domain used in IPC5 as an example,
we can derive ﬁve invariants, as shown in Table 2. Fig. 4 illustrates the ICG of the TPP domain and two example ICTs with
I1 and I3 as the root, respectively.
The purpose of deriving ICTs is to remove cyclic dependencies for computing londexm . Theoretically, any way to break
a cyclic dependency is acceptable for the purpose of computing londexm , since londexm just provide lower bounds on
distances. However, when we compute londexm based on DTGs derived from the same invariant I , we use an ICT with I as
its root. This is because we want to take into account as many dependencies as possible, in order to derive tight distance
lower bounds. For example, if we use the ICT rooted at I1 in Fig. 4 to compute londexm with respect to invariant I3, we will
only consider I3’s dependencies on I4 and I5 while miss its dependencies on I1 and I0. Using the ICT rooted at I3, on the
other hand, will include more dependencies.
Note that there may exist multiple ICTs with the same invariant as the root node. When an invariant I has multiple
ICTs with I as the root, we can arbitrarily choose one of these ICTs. Again, any ICT is usable for the purpose of computing
londexm since all we need are lower bounds and hence we can discard some dependencies. For a node I in an ICT Z , we
use depZ (I) to denote the set of invariants that I depends on within Z .
4.2. Algorithm for generating londexm
Since action londex is derived from fact londex, our strategy is to ﬁrst enhance the distance in fact londex. After we
obtain enhanced fact londex, we use the same deﬁnitions used by londex1 to enhance the distances in action londex.
It is not as straightforward as it might seem to augment the fact distance with causal dependencies. The main diﬃculty
is that we need to ensure that the enhanced distance value is a valid lower bound in any solution plan, regardless of the
initial, goal, or intermediate states. Further, the enhanced distance value must be a lower bound to the distance in parallel
plans. Therefore, we need to take the possible parallelization of actions into consideration. In this section, we propose two
methods to enhance the distance constraints that satisfy the above requirements. We start with some basic deﬁnitions.
Table 2
Invariants of the TPP domain.
0: 〈TRUCK, {(AT TRUCK,#)}〉
1: 〈GOODS, {(ON-SALE GOODS,#,#)}〉
2: 〈GOODS, {(STORED GOODS,#)}〉
3: 〈GOODS, {(READY-TO-LOAD GOODS,#,#)}〉
4: 〈GOODS, {(LOADED GOODS,#,#)}〉
Fig. 4. The invariant connectivity graph and ICTs in the TPP domain.
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For a node u in G(V , E), we deﬁne its successor set to be succ(u) = {x | x ∈ V , Tu,x ∈ E}, and its predecessor set to be
pred(u) = {x | x ∈ V , Tx,u ∈ E}.
Deﬁnition 8. Given a transition Tv,w in a DTG G(V , E), if there is a fact f such that f ∈ pre(a) for each action a ∈ Tv,w , we
deﬁne f as a shared precondition for the transition Tv,w , denoted by f → Tv,w . We deﬁne P(v,w) = { f | f → Tv,w} to
be the set of shared preconditions of Tv,w .
Notice that the minimum DTG cost G( f1, f2) is a lower bound of the distance from f1 to f2 in G . However, due to
shared preconditions and causal dependencies, we may obtain tighter lower bounds than G( f1, f2). Shared preconditions
can be found in most problem instances that we experimentally studied.
4.2.1. Distance enhancement based on shared preconditioning
The idea of augmenting fact londex stems from the observation that some transitions in a DTG may always require some
transitions in another DTG due to shared preconditions. To be concrete, we illustrate our idea by Fig. 5. Consider two facts f
and g in the same DTG G . When computing the londex1 distance between f and g in G , we use G( f , g) as the minimum
distance. Consider the shortest path between f and g , ξ = ( f , v1, . . . ,w1, g). If there is a shared precondition p of T f ,v1
and a shared precondition p′ of Tw1,g , and if p and p′ are also in another DTG G ′ which G depends upon, we can compute
G ′(p, p′), the minimum distance between p to p′ in G ′ . If G ′ (p, p′)G( f , g), the minimum cost to transit from f to
g through the path ξ can be updated to G ′(p, p′) + 1 rather than G( f , g).
The above enhancement is valid for the following reason. Let P be a parallel plan that transfers f to g by going through
v1 and w1. Let f and g be true at time t f and tg , respectively. Then, since p is the shared precondition for T ( f , v1), p
must be true at some time tp where tp  t f . Similarly, since p′ is the shared precondition for T (w1, g), p′ must be true at
some time tp′ where
tp′ < tg . (1)
Note that it is impossible to have tp′ = tg , because p′ is the precondition of the transition T (w1, g). Therefore, if p′ is true
at tp′ , the earliest possible time for g to be true is tp′ + 1. Therefore, we have tg − t f  tp′ − tp + 1. Hence, G ′(p, p′)+ 1 is
a lower bound on the distance between f and g under the condition that the transition goes through v1 and w1. Moreover,
enumerating all pairs (vi,wi) where vi ∈ succ( f ) and wi ∈ pred(g) will result in a lower bound unconditional of which
nodes the transition goes through.
It is important to note that londex helps to compute distance lower bounds in parallel plans instead of sequential plans.
Therefore, G ′(p, p′) + G( f , g) may not be a lower bound, because there may be shared actions between G ′ and G . Even
if G ′ and G have disjoint action sets, the actions transforming p to p′ and the actions transforming f to g may be placed
in the same time step in a parallel plan as long as they are not mutually exclusive. G ′(p, p′) + 1, on the other hand, is a
valid lower bound.
The above analysis on shared preconditions provides a mechanism to enhance the distance lower bound between f and
g . The distance lower bound between p and p′ may also be recursively enhanced through the same dependency analysis. Let
ϒ( f , g) denote the enhanced distance lower bound between any two facts f and g in the same DTG G , we are interested
in computing
ϒ( f , g) = min
v∈succ( f ),w∈pred(g)
{
max
(
max
p∈P( f ,v),p′∈P(w,g)
{
ϒ(p, p′)
}+ 1,G(v,w) + 2)} (2)
Fig. 5. Computing minimum causal dependency cost based on shared preconditions.
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However, it is diﬃcult to exactly compute (2) because the deﬁnition of ϒ-value may be cyclic if there are cycles in the
dependency graph of DTGs. Fortunately, we are only interested in any tighter lower bound and are not required to have the
maximum possible ϒ-value. Therefore, in our implementation, for each DTG G , we construct an ICT rooted at invar(G) and
consider the shared preconditions p and p′ only if they both reside in a DTG G ′ where invar(G) depends on invar(G ′) in
the ICT. This will effectively remove possible dependency cycles and make (2) well deﬁned.
The details of the algorithm for computing the ϒ-value is given in procedures ϒ-value() and β-value() in Algorithms 2
and 3, respectively. The β-value is similar to the ϒ-value, but is intermediate and temporary. This is because each individual
function call of β-value() in ϒ-value() can be based on a different ICT. Since the β-values depend on the ICT generated in
Line 1 of ϒ-value(), all β-values are discarded when a different ICT is used.
The recursive function β-value() is used to retrieve causal dependencies and count them into transition costs, until no
further uncalculated information can be found. For each pair of facts ( f , g) in a DTG, we enumerate all facts v and w such
that v ∈ succ( f ) and w ∈ pred(g). We order the pairs by their shortest distances. Speciﬁcally, in Line 3 of the β-value()
algorithm, we generate the succ-pred-pair list L( f , g) deﬁned as follows: L( f , g) = (pair1,pair2, . . . ,pairn), where pairi =
(v,w), v ∈ succ( f ), and w ∈ pred(g). L( f , g) is so ordered that the shortest distance between the two facts in pairi is no
greater than the shortest distance between the two facts in pair j , if i < j. The purpose of ordering the pairs is to save
computation time. When the shortest path from f to g going through pairi has a length greater than the current enhanced
β value, we do not need to consider pairi or any subsequent pairs in L( f , g) (Line 6).
A special case is when there is a fact v such that v ∈ succ( f ) and v ∈ pred(g). For such a fact v , we insert the pair (v, v)
to the beginning of L( f , g) because the distance of (v, v) is zero.
The distance value can be enhanced if there is a pair of facts (p, p′) with the following restriction: a) p → T f ,v , b)
p′ → Tw,g , c) both p and p′ belong to a DTG G ′ that does not have the same fact with G , and d) invar(G) depends on
invar(G ′) in the pre-generated ICT Z (Line 9). We can potentially enhance the ϒ value when such conditions are met (Line
10). If dependencies over several different pairs of (p, p′) can be found, we use the maximum distance lower bound that
can be obtained (Line 8–10).
We should note that we save the β-value for every pair of facts under a given ICT (Line 12 of β-value()). During the
computation of β-value(Z,G,f,g), we ﬁrst look up a hash table to see if the β-value(f,g) has been saved already (Line 1 of
β-value()). If not, we call β-value(Z,G,f,g) recursively to compute it. When we use a different ICT, we discard all β-values
and recompute (Line 2 of ϒ-value()).
An integer b is used to parameterize ϒ-value(G, b), in which we only try to enhance the distance of ( f , g) when G( f , g)
is greater than one but no more than b. When G( f , g) = 1, there is a direct transition from f to g and their distance
cannot be enhanced through shared preconditions. A larger b leads to potentially longer enhanced distances, while a smaller
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when the G value was 2.
Another technical detail is that a pair of facts may appear in more than one DTG. In this case, their ϒ-values will be
computed multiple times and we retain the maximum value.
4.2.2. Distance enhancement based on bridge analysis
The ϒ-value can enhance the G( f , g) value by considering the causal dependencies derived from shared preconditions.
However, in some cases, we may not be able to detect shared preconditions by the causal dependency analysis, although
there may indeed exist a tighter lower bound. Fig. 6 shows such an example, where there are ﬁve facts {v, f , g,h,w} in
the DTG. There are shared preconditions p1 and p2 satisfying p1 → T f ,h and p2 → Th,g . Suppose that the ϒ-value of ( f , g)
is 4 which is greater than the original fact distance G( f , g) = 2. However, for facts v and w , we cannot ﬁnd any shared
precondition for Tv, f or T g,w . Therefore, the shared-precondition enhancement cannot be applied to enhance the distance
between v and w .
Nevertheless, we may still augment the distance value of a pair of facts through what we call bridge analysis. For a pair
of connected facts v and w in a DTG G , a pair of facts ( f , g) is called a bridge pair of (v,w) if any path from v to w in G
visits f and g in order. A path from f to g is then called a bridge.
DTGs are typically sparse and frequently contain bridge pairs. Hence, an enhanced distance value based on a bridge pair
can be propagated to other pairs of facts. In Fig. 7, if the distance of ( f , g) is increased to ϒ( f , g) by shared preconditions,
its improvement can be propagated to all other fact pairs (vi,w j) that have ( f , g) as a bridge pair. Precisely, the distance
of (vi,w j) can be improved to:
G(vi, f ) + ϒ( f , g) + G(g,w j). (3)
The enhanced cost in (3) is a lower bound of the distance from vi to w j in any parallel plan, because ( f ,g) is a bridge
pair for (vi,w j). Any path from vi to w j will have the form vi  f  g w j , so that the cost of f  g will always be
part of the cost of vi w j . Since the three sub-paths vi f , f  g , and g w j cannot overlap in any parallel plan, their
costs can be added as in (3).
In Fig. 2, the ϒ-value of (LIFTING H1 C1) to (LIFTING H4 C1) is 4. Facts (AT C1 L1) and (AT C1 L4) have (LIFTING H1 C1)
and (LIFTING H4 C1) as a bridge pair. So the distance from (AT C1 L1) to (AT C1 L4) can be improved by G ((AT C1 L1),
(LIFTING H1 C1)) + ϒ ((LIFTING H1 C1), (LIFTING H4 C1)) + G ((LIFTING H4 C1), (AT C1 L4)) = 1+ 4+ 1 = 6, which is greater
than that of 4 as in londex1.
Fig. 6. An example where shared-precondition enhancement fails to enhance the distance from v to w , but the bridge analysis works.
Fig. 7. Propagating a ϒ-value through a bridge f  g .
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Table 3
Comparisons of the average constraint distances for both fact londex and action londex. There are three columns for both fact londex and action londex. In
each section, the column “Count” indicates the number of constraints we can derive in each problem. The other two columns give the average constraint
distances of londex1 and londexm , respectively.
Problem
Fact londex Action londex
Count londex1 londexm Count londex1 londexm
Depot 20 27824 1.806 1.917 1799312 2.826 2.939
Driverlog 20 52242 2.401 2.792 2195384 2.119 2.301
Pipesworld 20 10672 1.887 2.188 14317438 2.023 2.257
Trucks 20 1628 1.926 2.176 28345668 4.027 4.447
Zenotravel 20 20070 1.612 2.187 30572950 2.593 2.723
Finally, propagating ϒ-value through bridge pairs takes little time because for each DTG, the computation happens within
the graph itself and does not require exploration of multiple DTGs in the dependency trees. The propagation allows us to
enhance a large number of distances with little cost.
4.3. Summary of londexm computation
Algorithm 4 summarizes the procedure for generating londexm . It has four steps:
1. (Lines 1–3) Compute londex1. Namely, initialize and compute the minimum DTG costs,
2. (Lines 4–5) Compute the ϒ-values for facts whose londex1 distances are no more than 2. We set b = 2 because we
have found that it is not worth the computational cost to use a larger b. The number of extra distances that can be
enhanced using a larger b is very limited and in most cases can also be augmented by the more eﬃcient bridge-pair
enhancement in the next step.
3. (Lines 6–10) Perform the bridge-pair enhancement to propagate the ϒ-values to other pairs.
4. (Line 11) Generate londexm for actions. Like londex1, we generate the action londex of londexm using conditions (1)–(4)
in Class B of Section 3.2, in which a londex1 fact distance r is replaced by a londexm fact distance.
The total time complexity of generate_londexm() is O (|G||V |2d), where |G| is the total number of DTGs, |V | the maximum
number of vertices in a DTG, and d the maximum depth of any ICT. d is typically a small constant (< 5), and both |G| (< 100)
and |V | (10 to 100) are usually small. The actual complexity can be further reduced as we use b = 2 in ϒ-value(G,b). In
practice, it takes less than 100 seconds to generate londexm for the largest problems in the IPCs that we tested.
Table 3 shows the improvement of londexm over londex1 regarding the average distance of the constraints in several
representative problem instances. We see that for fact londex, londexm improves the average distance by 6% (Depot domain)
to 36% (Zenotravel domain). The action londex is usually of much larger quantity, in tens of millions. We can also observe
similar improvements in the action londex, mostly around 10%. Considering the huge number of these constraints, the
improvement is substantial.
5. Londex as nonclausal constraints
Most existing SAT-based planners use generic SAT solvers as a blackbox. This method has at least two advantages. First,
different types of generic SAT solvers can be adopted easily, so that the latest development in SAT research can be fully
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Londex, Both londex1 and londexm , are designed to take advantage of these two features. Therefore, they lead to strong
constraint propagation and speed up the search.
However, londex constraints, in particular londexm constraints, has the disadvantage that it may substantially increase
the encoding size. For instance, tens of millions of clauses may be generated from the londexm constraints. As a result,
memory becomes a limiting factor for applying londex constraints.
Not all londex constraints are needed for constraint propagation during SAT solving. In fact, less than 1% of the londex con-
straints were used in the problem instances that we have experimented with. Thus, it is a waste of time and memory to
generate and store those londex constraints that are never needed. However, it is diﬃcult to determine or predict, at the
encoding phase, which constraints will be activated later in SAT solving.
To address this memory issue, we propose a new framework of SAT-based planning in which we use londex constraints
as nonclausal constraints. In the new approach, we do not encode any londex constraint as a SAT clause in the initial
encoding phase, but rather instantiate those londex constraints that are needed on-the-ﬂy during SAT solving in a conﬂict-
driven way. The SAT solver used cannot be a blackbox but needs to be integrated with a londex reasoning mechanism.
By using this approach, in most cases we only need to trigger less than 1% of all londex constraints, which are critically
helpful. We can solve many planning instances in various domains that were not solvable previously due to the memory
restriction.
5.1. SAT solving with londex as nonclausal constraints
Our algorithm is speciﬁed in DPLL_nonclausal_londex() in Algorithm 5, which is the standard Davis–Putnam–Logemann–
Loveland (DPLL) algorithm used by MiniSat [6] integrated with londex as nonclausal constraints.
An essential element of this algorithm is the method to identify and invoke required londex constraints to strengthen
constraint propagation, particularly unit propagation, in SAT solving. If any conﬂict occurs while propagating (londex) con-
straints, we generate and add new nonclausal constraints to the SAT solver [6]. We implement this algorithm on top of the
MiniSat solver.
An action londex constraint can be represented in a nonclausal form t(a) − t(b) r, where a and b are actions. To use
the londex constraints in a SAT planner where the SAT solver is used as a blackbox, we need to convert a londex constraint
in the nonclausal form into SAT clauses. We need to generate a clause ¬va,t ∨ ¬va,t′ , for any t − t′ < r, 1 t, t′  L, where
L is the total number of time steps.
Algorithm 5. DPLL_nonclausal_londex().
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forms. Let r be the average value of distance in the londex constraints, the space saving by using nonclausal forms is of the
order (rL).
The original DPLL algorithm, used in Algorithm 5, works as follows. In each iteration, it selects an unassigned variable
x and sets it to 1 (Line 7). MiniSat uses a heuristic [6] that orders the unassigned variables by their degrees of activities
and chooses the one with the highest degree. After x is assigned to 1, it performs unit propagation in the standard DPLL
algorithm (Line 14). During the unit propagation, an implied literal can be set to 1 or 0. The literals that are processed
by the unit propagation enter the queue Q (Line 14). During the propagation, a conﬂict occurs if a propagated value or
implied variable assignment is in conﬂict with a previous assignment. If a conﬂict is encountered, new clauses specifying
the conﬂict, which has been often called “no-good” clause learning to avoid encountering the same conﬂict multiple times,
are added to the SAT formulation and the algorithm backtracks to resolve the conﬂict (Line 11). Details of the backtracking
process can be found in the paper describing MiniSat [6].
After the original unit propagation, if there is any conﬂict, we will perform an additional londex-constraint propagation
if the newly dequeued or chosen variable x is assigned to 1 (Lines 15–22). When x has the value 1, the corresponding action
or fact is placed at a certain time step. We check all of the londex constraints and identify all actions and facts that cannot
occur at certain time steps. For example, if there is a londex constraint t(a) − t(b) 6 for two actions a and b, and if x = 1
corresponds to placing a at time step 12, we set to 0 all those literals that correspond to placing b at time steps 7 to 12.
These potential assignments in the form of value[y] = 0 will also be enqueued and further propagated (Lines 21–22).
We do not perform any londex-constraint propagation if x is set to 0 because x = 0 means a fact or action is not at a
speciﬁc time step. Such a fact cannot be propagated using londex.
It is also possible that a conﬂict may be detected during the londex-constraint propagation. Since we always set an
implied literal y to 0 during londex-constraint propagation, a conﬂict happens if y has already been assigned to 1. Such a
conﬂict will be resolved in the same way as the original conﬂicts in the DPLL algorithm (Lines 17–19).
The algorithm terminates when there is no unassigned variable, in which case the problem is satisﬁable (Line 5), or
when a conﬂict is found at the root level during backtracking, in which case the problem is unsatisﬁable (Line 9).
5.2. Effects of nonclausal londex constraints
The new approach can reduce the memory usage by only enforcing on the ﬂy a small portion of all londex constraints.
For each constraint, it takes extra time to expand the londex constraints in nonclausal form before being used in con-
straint propagation. Surprisingly, we found that for many problems, this approach can save not only space but also search
time. This is because the cost for checking and processing clauses in constraint propagation is greatly reduced since many
fewer clauses are in the SAT encoding. In the experimental results section, we will show that the nonclausal londex ap-
proach can not only address the memory issue, but also make the algorithm faster and applicable to many large problem
instances.
By using this approach, in most cases we only need to activate less than 1% of all londex constraints. Fig. 8 compares the
total number of londex constraint clauses used by the original method and the number of londex constraint clauses actually
used by the new nonclausal approach on the Storage-15 problem in IPC5. In the ﬁgure, we show the total number of londex
constraint clauses used as the search algorithm proceeds. The label “solution found” marks the time when the SAT instance
is solved. The original method instantiates all londex constraints as clauses in the SAT formulation and thus maintains a
constant number of clauses. The new nonclausal method instantiate clauses on demand and exhibits a dramatic reduction
on the number of clauses. It uses two orders of magnitude fewer clauses and solves the problem faster than the clausal
Fig. 8. The numbers of londex clauses used by both clausal and nonclausal methods on Problem 15 of the Storage domain (Level 8). It is a representative
example that the nonclausal method ﬁnds a solution with much fewer decisions than the original one. We can ﬁnd similar cases in many other instances.
Note that the vertical axis is in a logarithmic scale.
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solvable previously due to memory or time limitation.
6. Experimental results
We now evaluate the effects of londex by integrating londex constraints in both SATPlan04 and SATPlan06. As discussed
earlier, SATPlan04 and SATPlan06 differ mainly in their encoding mechanisms; SATPlan04 uses an action-based encoding
with action literals only, while SATPlan06 uses a hybrid encoding that includes both action and fact literals. We show that
londex constraint is effective in reducing the solution time for both encodings. We also show that londexm constraint is
more powerful than londex1 constraint.
In our experiments, we study the performance of original SATPlan04 (denoted as SAT04), SATPlan04 with londex1 as
clausal constraints (denoted as A(1)), SATPlan04 with londexm as clausal constraints (denoted as A(m)), and SATPlan04 with
londexm as nonclausal constraints (denoted as A(m)∗). Here, “A” means using an action-based encoding.
We also integrate londex constraints into SATPlan06, which uses a hybrid encoding with action and fact literals. In our
experiments, we compare the performance of the original SATPlan06 (denoted as SAT06), SATPlan06 with londex1 as clausal
constraints (denoted as H(1)), and SATPlan06 with londexm as clausal constraints (denoted as H(m)). Here, “H” means using
a hybrid encoding.
In our experiments, we did not apply the nonclausal-constraint technique to the hybrid encoding for the following
reasons. The motivation of the nonclausal constraints is to reduce memory consumption. For SATPlan04, since it uses an
action-based encoding, we can only use action londex constraint, which is typically of very large quantity. For SATPlan06
which uses a hybrid encoding, since both fact and action literals are available, we can use either fact londex or action
londex, or both. According to our experiments, adding both of fact and action londex constraints provides almost no extra
beneﬁt. The strong correlation between these two kinds of constraints make their pruning capability overlapped, as in
general we can derive action londex from fact londex, and vice versa. On the other hand, since there are typically much
fewer facts than actions in a planning instance, the quantity of fact londex constraints is much fewer than that of action
londex constraint. Therefore, for the hybrid encoding in SATPlan06, memory is not a bottleneck and hence using londex as
nonclausal constraints is not beneﬁcial. Further, since the number of fact londex constraints is relatively very small, using
fact londex as nonclausal constraints can save only negligible overhead for constraint propagation and we cannot observe
any difference in the runtime. That is why we did not use nonclausal constraints for the hybrid encoding.
We ran all experiments on a PC workstation with a 2.0 MHZ Xeon CPU and 2 GB memory. All planners compared used
the same SAT solver (MiniSat 1.4) [6]. We set the time limit of 3600 seconds and the memory limit of 1.5 GB. All solution
times reported here are the total solving time, which includes the time for preprocessing, generating londex constraints,
and solving the SAT instances.
6.1. Results on planner competitiveness
We now present the results for all domains in IPC3, IPC4 and IPC5, except for the domain PSR, for which we can only
detect binary-valued DTGs. In such a case, those DTGs with two vertices cannot provide any useful constraint information.
There are in total 454 instances in these domains. Table 4 shows the total number of instances that each of the seven plan-
ners can solve. As shown, the two encodings integrated with londex can solve more instances than their original versions.
Furthermore, londexm is superior to londex1. SATPlan04 solved 206 instances. The number of solved instances increases to
231 when londex1 constraints are added, to 244 when londexm constraints are used, and to 251 when nonclausal londexm
Table 4
Number of problem instances in IPC3, IPC4 and IPC5 domains solved by the seven planners.
Domain Total # Action based encoding Hybrid encoding
SAT04 A(1) A(m) A(m)∗ SAT06 H(1) H(m)
Airport 50 36 37 39 42 34 44 45
Depot 20 11 12 13 13 15 15 15
Driverlog 20 11 14 15 15 15 15 16
Freecell 20 1 3 3 3 4 4 4
Rover 40 20 29 29 31 29 30 31
Storage 30 14 15 16 16 15 15 15
Openstack 30 0 3 5 5 4 5 5
Pathway 30 8 9 9 9 9 9 9
Philosopher 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
Pipesworld 50 9 9 10 11 11 15 17
Satellite 36 11 12 13 13 17 17 17
TPP 30 22 22 23 24 25 26 28
Trucks 30 3 5 7 7 5 6 6
Zenotravel 20 12 13 14 14 15 15 16
Total 454 206 231 244 251 246 264 272
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Comparison of the competitiveness of the seven planners. There are two planners tied for second place on the Driverlog domain.
Place Action based encoding Planning-graph encoding
SAT04 A(1) A(m) A(m)∗ SAT06 H(1) H(m)
First Place 0 0 1 2 1 1 10
Second Place 0 0 2 1 4 6 2
Fig. 9. Number of instances solved by each planner.
constraints are adopted. For the SATPlan06 family, 246 instances are solved by the original SATPlan06, 264 instances when
londex1 constraints are used, and 272 instances when londexm constraints are employed. It should be emphasized that the
instances that are newly solved by using londex are mostly the largest instances that SAT-based planning can handle. Solving
even just one more instance in any domain normally requires substantial reduction of time, space, or both.
To directly compare the seven planners that we analyzed, we adopted the comparison mechanism used in the IPCs,
which was designed to compare planners’ competitiveness under a tournament-like setting. Speciﬁcally, for each domain,
we ﬁrst rank the planners by the numbers of instances that they can solve for the given CPU time and memory. Then, for
each planner, we list the number of domains where it is the ﬁrst and second places among all planners.
The comparison of the seven planners’ competitiveness is in Table 5. It is evident from the results in the table that
the planners using londexm constraints are the most eﬃcient. The planner H(m) (SATPlan06+londexm) is ranked the ﬁrst
place in ten domains and the second place in two domains out of the fourteen benchmark domains. A(m)∗ (SATPlan04
with nonclausal londexm constraints) is ranked the ﬁrst place in two domains and A(m) (SATPlan04 with clausal londexm
constraints) is ranked the ﬁrst place in one domain.
6.2. Complete IPC results
We conducted the experiments on all of the IPC3, IPC4 and IPC5 domains. Fig. 9 illustrates the number of instances
solved by each planner when the solving time increases. We see from Fig. 9 that the eﬃciency of the seven planners can be
ranked as, from best to worst, H(m), H(1), A(m)∗ , A(m), SAT06, A(1) and SAT04. For each and every problem instance, we
have veriﬁed that all solvers give the same makespan.
The detailed results for all IPC domains are presented in Figs. 10–23 in Appendix A. In our experiments, if a domain
appeared in more than one IPC, we used the one in the latest IPC. For example, the domains Pipesworld and Rover were in
both IPC4 and IPC5 so that we used the domains in IPC5. The running time is presented in terms of the ratio comparing
to the time of SAT04, which means that the smaller the ratio, the better. As the baseline, the solution time of SAT04 is
not presented in these ﬁgures. If SAT04 cannot solve a particular instance, we use the time limit 3600 seconds to calculate
the ratios. Table 6 shows the average memory consumption and average number of londex constraint clauses involved
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Comparison of average memory consumption and number of clauses on IPC domains by planners A(1), A(m) and A(m)∗ . The columns “Memory (MB)”
indicates the peak memory consumption during the entire planning process. The column “Number of Constraint Clauses” represents the number of londex
constraint clauses used in each individual planner. The “Percentage” column indicates the percentage of the triggered constraints (out of all constraints)
when the nonclausal approach is used.
Domains
Memory (MB) Number of Constraint Clauses
A(1) A(m) A(m)∗ A(1) A(m) A(m)∗ Percentage
Airport 332.03 339.29 244.38 3363312 3461273 346 0.015%
Depot 49.88 94.53 22.87 887672 2483884 2208 0.049%
Driverlog 67.44 99.43 18.56 1948560 2986780 11985 0.170%
Freecell 409.58 409.58 12.45 10152366 10152366 19116 0.100%
Rover 286.08 373.28 125.86 22238568 22371637 4441 0.034%
Storage 82.64 67.91 22.82 978345 1436584 14052 0.489%
Openstack 130.33 135.89 65.88 922815 932215 101031 10.838%
Pathway 116.38 142.27 23.68 4357687 4357687 488 0.005%
Philosopher 12.87 17.90 9.72 557765 638753 85 0.011%
Pipesworld 139.92 390.44 148.61 2906482 9695069 37539 0.611%
Satellite 155.93 403.24 69.62 4108406 10994837 15364 0.142%
TPP 169.89 331.37 93.94 16136347 16781606 7364 7.600%
Trucks 460.28 570.33 181.69 17251678 17908961 20328 0.094%
Zenotravel 49.88 94.53 22.87 887672 2483884 2208 0.049%
during the problem solving. The memory consumption in megabytes is the peak memory usage during the entire planning
processing, including preprocessing, encoding and SAT solving.
Londexm constraints can generally further improve upon londex1 constraints on speed, typically by a factor of 1.5 to 4. For
example, SATPlan06 took 1448.07 seconds to solve the Pipesworld8 problem, while SATPlan06+londex1 used 68.19 seconds
and SATPlan06+londexm ﬁnished in only 19.51 seconds. An exception is the Pathways domain, for which little improvement
was gained by integrating londex constraints. The reason is that the DTG analysis tool can only detect a few DTGs in this
domain.
DTGs in some domains can be very dense or almost complete graphs. Nearly every pair of two facts in such a DTG
has a londex constraint. Example problems of this type include TPP18-20 and Pipesworld5-6. The large number of londex
constraints in such domains may slow down the preprocessing of generating the clauses, and the time reduced by londex
in SAT solving may not compensate for the time spent for preprocessing. However, this situation mostly happens on smaller
instances, as the time complexity of preprocessing is polynomial and the SAT solving complexity grows exponentially with
problem size.
We also observed an improvement by the new hybrid encoding used in SATPlan06, comparing to the action-based
encoding in SATPlan04. SATPlan06 is faster than SATPlan04 on most problems and can solve more instances in certain
domains. Using londex can consistently improve the performance of both encodings.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed londex, a general class of constraints that can be automatically derived from the problem
structure of STRIPS planning domains. We ﬁrst proposed londex1, which was derived based on the topology of individual
domain transition graphs (DTGs). Londex1 gives rise to state-independent minimum distance of actions and facts that can
be utilized during the planing process. We further extended londex1 by exploiting the causal dependencies among multiple
DTGs. The resulting londexm provide tighter lower bounds on the minimum state-independent distances between facts and
actions, leading to stronger search space pruning.
We integrated londex into SAT-based planning. By incorporating londex constraints into the SAT formulation, we were
able to achieve strong constraint propagation and signiﬁcant improvement to planning eﬃciency. In order to ease the burden
of a high memory requirement by londex, we proposed a mechanism for utilizing the londex constraints as nonclausal
constraints. Instead of adding londex constraints as clauses to the SAT encoding, we modiﬁed the DPLL search algorithm
and used londex for unit propagation in a conﬂict-driven fashion so as to generate only the londex constraints as needed.
This technique enabled us to make full use of the pruning power of londex without exhausting available memory.
We performed an extensive experimental study on most STRIPS domains in the recent International Planning Competi-
tions. The results show that londex constraints can signiﬁcantly speed up planners using both action-based and hybrid SAT
encodings, on most problems of nearly all domains that we tested. The experimental results further conﬁrm that londexm ,
which exploits the causal dependencies among multiple DTGs, is more effective than londex1, which ignores the causal
dependencies.
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Here we present the detailed results for all IPC domains (Figs. 10–23).
Fig. 10. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Airport domain.
Fig. 11. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Depot domain.
Y. Chen et al. / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 173 (2009) 365–391 385Fig. 12. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Driverlog domain.
Fig. 13. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Freecell domain.
386 Y. Chen et al. / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 173 (2009) 365–391Fig. 14. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Openstacks domain.
Fig. 15. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Pathways domain.
Y. Chen et al. / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 173 (2009) 365–391 387Fig. 16. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Pipesworld domain.
Fig. 17. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Philosopher domain.
388 Y. Chen et al. / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 173 (2009) 365–391Fig. 18. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Rovers domain.
Fig. 19. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Satellite domain.
Y. Chen et al. / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 173 (2009) 365–391 389Fig. 20. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Storage domain.
Fig. 21. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the TPP domain.
390 Y. Chen et al. / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 173 (2009) 365–391Fig. 22. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Trucks domain.
Fig. 23. Solution time ratio (as compared to SAT04) on the Zenotravel domain.
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